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1. Introduction &
Long-term Vision
The Milton Keynes Heritage, Museums and Archives Strategy
2014 – 23 sets out the vision, plan, major programmes and
projects that have been identified by stakeholder engagement
as strategically vital for the future of Milton Keynes, the needs
of a growing population and its reputation amongst everincreasing visitors. Building on the success of the first ever
Strategy 2008 – 13, which brought together 35 partners from
all areas,1 the new strategy will continue to transform heritage
activity, delivery and infrastructure. As a designed ‘New Town’
and regional centre with international aspirations, the strategy
will recognise the distinctive blend of old and new, urban and
rural and commercial and community that makes Milton
Keynes truly unique.
Milton Keynes Council (MKC) is the owner of this strategy but,
as with the previous strategy, for successful delivery partners
in the Heritage, voluntary and private sectors are essential. It
is fortunate that Milton Keynes has established heritage
organisations that have led the sector forwards over the past
forty years and in the last five years the strategy has been to
develop leadership, capacity and expertise within those
specialist partnerships, promoting their work of international
significance in areas of collections, events and volunteering
activity to necessitate step-change.
Following a long tradition of partnership working across
Milton Keynes by the MK Heritage Association (MKHA),2 this
vehicle dedicated to grassroots heritage continues to thrive
and grow with 60+ members covering Milton Keynes,
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire,
mirroring the more recent South East Midlands Local
Enterprise Partnership (SEMLEP) development to bind the

Peace Pagoda at North
Willen Lake, built 1980

region together in common interest to focus on economic
development, transport networks and cultural identity.
In April 2011, five independent museum and archive partners3
with significant collections and public delivery, agreed to form
a consortium joint programme under the MK Collection brand.
Although in its early stages this partnership already accounts
for 200,000+ public visits to their venues and by working
together, a ‘critical mass’ of resource, supplemented by the
Council and external funding, will deliver the heritage impact
desired to help put ‘MK’ on the international destination map
and work with the greatest number and range of communities
within the borough.
2008 – 13 saw over £15 Million of funding secured to develop
infrastructure, particularly around archives and museums
venues, collections and activity, with implementation to
continue during the new strategy. More work is needed to
secure Milton Keynes still relatively unknown historic
environment, protect unique wildlife and biodiversity, parks
and open spaces, transport and communication links and
above all to retain the key design principles, sense of place and

Case Study 1: Young Heritage Hunters
The MKHA works with its members, local schools, Heritage
Lottery Fund, Milton Keynes Council, Living Archive and other
partners to run a Young Heritage Hunters Programme to engage children with their heritage
through collections, sites visits and exploration. This provides research, analytical, spatial
development and IT skills and a greater understanding of and interest in their heritage. Their
work is professionally curated and exhibited in Discover Milton Keynes Showcases across Milton
Keynes and they get to experience an evening launch event with VIP guests.
1

Young Heritage Hunters exhibition
at the Discover Milton Keynes
Showcase, Central Library

2

3

Milton Keynes Heritage Strategy 2008 – 13, Final Review Report, April 2013 is available online at www.miltonkeynes.gov.uk/heritage.
A history of the Milton Keynes Heritage Association, a current list of its members and their work via an online
heritage portal is available at www.mkheritage.co.uk.
Bletchley Park; Cowper and Newton Museum, Olney; Living Archive; MK City Discovery Centre and MK
3
Museum. For more information see www.mkcollection.co.uk.
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The Mansion, Bletchley Park

Case Study 2: Bletchley Park
Now an international name and major success story, it was only five years ago
that Bletchley Park still faced an uncertain future. Thanks to a project model of
Council and external national funding partners (in this case English Heritage and
Heritage Lottery Fund), led by specialist expertise of a third sector independent
trust (Bletchley Park Trust), this historic site has been secured for the nation and
helped place Milton Keynes firmly in the spotlight as a major visitor destination.
This model is now being applied successfully to other major heritage projects to
deliver the critical step-change to become an international city.

local identity felt by all, whether that is within a ‘New Town
estate’, historic town or village or modern new development
that all come together to make Milton Keynes. Therefore, the
new strategy will be a Heritage, Museums and Archives Strategy
to recognise the work in each of these separate disciplines.
Although more evolutionary than revolutionary, the strategy
retains its ambitions for the sector; advocating that Milton
Keynes aspires to achieve EU Capital of Culture in 2023
working across cultural sectors, strategies, shared themes,
objectives and promises, to be an international city.

Jointly the strategies will aim to deliver the cultural vision:
“By 2023 we will be recognised as being world class.”
This strategy will deliver the Heritage Vision; “Heritage at the
heart of Milton Keynes and a force for social, economic and
cultural vitality.”

1.1 Cultural Vision
This Heritage, Museums and Archives Strategy sits within a
portfolio of strategies from the Milton Keynes Council service
area Community Facilities Unit. These strategies include the
Arts and Public Art Strategy and the Sports & Active
Communities Strategy and they underpin the strategic cultural
statement and vision:
‘Culture in Milton Keynes is a term that means different things to
different people. We believe that cultural participation is where
people of all backgrounds come together with shared interests
and passions. Together with the environment in which cultural
activities take place, culture includes all the things that define our
lives, connect our communities and represent the values we pass
on to other generations’.

Enigma Machine
at Bletchley Park

Case Study 3: Historical Medieval Wall Paintings
Milton Keynes is fortunate in that it has not one but two sites with nationally
important medieval wall paintings which offer a glimpse into our past. The
murals at St Lawrence Church, Broughton have been secured thanks to The
Churches Conservation Trust and can be seen at events such as MK Heritage
Open Days each September. The wall paintings of the Virgin Mary in the C 14th
Pilgrim Chapel at Bradwell Abbey are less well-known, but thanks to a major
project to restore the important medieval site, will be conserved and protected
for generations to come.
Medieval wall painting of the Virgin
Mary, Pilgrim Chapel, Bradwell Abbey
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1.2 Strategic Position
Heritage has a prominent position within the MKC Corporate
Plan under the theme World Class MK; “Milton Keynes will be
recognised internationally for its distinctive arts and heritage”
and offers areas for heritage to contribute under the themes
Living in MK, Working in MK and Visiting MK. Additionally,
heritage continues to work across the local authority and
wider political landscape of Milton Keynes and in key strategic
documents such as the Core Strategy, emerging MK Local Plan,
Community Strategy, Economic Strategy and Health &
Wellbeing Strategy. Heritage is also vital to major external
partners like parish councils, the Parks Trust, Community
Foundation, Community Action MK and the commercial and
business sectors to deliver their aspirations for the
international standing of Milton Keynes.
The development and growth of heritage in Milton Keynes has
been led by MKC and underpinned by our national partners
Heritage Lottery Fund, English Heritage, Natural England,
Museum, Libraries and Archives Council (until their closure in
2012), The National Archives and Arts Council England. This
successful model of partnering council and external funding
with third sector heritage delivery expertise will be a
continuing focus in this new strategy.
Heritage Open Days event:
Repainted Dinosaur at InterAction, Peartree Bridge

Bradwell Windmill

1.3 Promise
The new Strategy provides a rationale for prioritised
programmes and projects over the next 10 years and will meet
the aspirations of its current residents, visitors and growing
communities. To do this, key promises will be embedded into
the delivery plan and strategic decisions across the cultural
sector, so the strategy will:
Through delivery of this strategy we will:
• Offer diverse opportunities and activities representative of
Milton Keynes’ demography
• Work across the borough with established and new
communities supporting growth and regeneration
• Capitalise on opportunities to expand inward investment
within cultural sectors
• Use culture to support healthy communities and social
wellbeing

Case Study 4: Bradwell Windmill
Led by Milton Keynes Museum and supported by parish and community partners
within Bradville, Stantonbury and New Bradwell, the local community has
worked with the Council to re-open Bradwell Windmill to public and group visits
and secure funding for its refurbishment. Once works are complete in 2014, MK
Museum and volunteers drawn from the community will help operate the mill
and run events providing a unique historic learning and social resource for
people of all ages and backgrounds.
Young volunteer at Bradwell Windmill
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Hall of Transport,
Milton Keynes Museum

2. Strategic Priorities
The strategic priorities provide the framework for the delivery
plan and the heritage priorities going forwards; there are 3
priorities, each with 2 aims. These are in place across the Arts
and Public Arts Strategy and the Sports & Active Communities
Strategy as well as this Heritage, Museums and Archives
Strategy.

2.1 Strategic Priority One: Enhance
Identity
Identity is a key priority for a maturing city still establishing
and seeking recognition as having world class heritage. The
people of Milton Keynes are proud and ambitious and
visionary about the future. The identity of Milton Keynes needs
to be celebrated and expanded to recognise the diversity of its
people and place.

Aim A: People
The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:
a) People-led, active preservation of our New Town and lesser
known historic environment, recognising the unique
historic landscape of Milton Keynes and its individual
component parts.

Aim B: Place

b) Heritage joint programming with other cultural sectors
providing added value to profiling the distinctive identity of
Milton Keynes and its component parts.

a) Secure a cultural endowment which can support museum,
archive and heritage major infrastructure, responding to the
changing investment focus by MKC.

c) Improving the quality of life for residents in and visitors to
targeted areas of MK that has significant and distinctive
heritage tourism appeal bringing economic and health
wellbeing to that area.

b) Delivering a capital programme for a range of heritage
historic sites which will contribute to MK becoming an
international city.

The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:

c) Improving the international recognition of the unique
design principles of MK that informs a modern, innovative
and creative design city, putting it at the heart of future
development, growth and regeneration.

Case Study 5: World Class Collections
An independent audit by ABL Consulting in 2008 concluded that Milton Keynes
had significant international status collections that needed to be made more
accessible. These included material on WWII code and ciphers, telephone and
communications, the Wolverton Railway Works, MK New Town archives, film and
oral history, archaeology and badminton collection material. After work by the
Council with key partners, a £1M 3 year STACCess: MK project funded by MKC and
HLF began this year to deliver that access. Thoughts now turn to how Milton
Keynes might secure the future of its significant 240+ pieces of public art ranging
from renowned works such as ‘The Black Horse’ by Elisabeth Frink to community
pieces from the 1970s such as ‘The Griffin’ at Eaglestone.
Telephones collection at Milton Keynes Museum
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2.2 Strategic Priority Two: Increase
Opportunities
Heritage offer a broad range of opportunities, this includes as
a visitor, an active participant or volunteer. It has the ability to
bring people and communities together, support learning and
expand the experiences of a growing population.

Aim C: People

Medieval Fair: surgery
at Bradwell Abbey

The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:

2.3 Strategic Priority Three: Actively
Celebrate

a) Increase engagement in heritage and other sectors by
marketing and partnering with our commercial
counterparts, introducing digital technologies to increase
access for all.

Creating events that make people proud of Milton Keynes as
well as enthusing people to visit our borough. Using heritage
as a mechanism to celebrate Milton Keynes externally is a key
priority for the Heritage, Museum and Archive Strategy.

b) Create a centralised, virtual heritage offer, building on the
existing work of the MK Heritage Association and MK
Collection partners.

Aim E: Events

c) Co-ordinated skills and training volunteering programme
for local people of all ages and backgrounds with
progression routes and social and health benefits.

The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:
a) Establish a year long programme of events celebrating MK’s
ultimate arrival as an International City welcoming the
world to its cultural vitality.
b) Borough wide major free events that celebrate the unique
diversity of heritage in Milton Keynes and the communities
and cultures that have and are contributing to that mix.

Aim D: Learning
The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:
a) Secure the significant heritage collections of MK making
them publicly accessible and internationally recognised.
b) Profile heritage throughout MK (including public art)
including promoting Redways as a unique resource.

c) International recognition and visitation to high profile
events linking global communities to families living here in
Milton Keynes.

Aim F:
The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:

c) Develop enhanced learning through increased use and
activity in parks with events and ‘Parks Showcases’ in line
with Parks Trust 10 yr strategy (2011-21).

a) Heritage is a key component of the Destination
Management Plan and Visitor Strategy addressing venue
signage and interpretation across the borough.
b) Establishing a full Joint Programme for the MK Collection
partnership for marketing, organisational and business
planning as the primary MK heritage delivery vehicle.
c) Develop new networks of national importance that places
MK on a new footing with external profile and recognition
of its heritage, including academic research.

Case Study 6: New Towns Network
Milton Keynes was the last and greatest of the 20th Century Garden City and
New Town settlements and arguably the most successful. Now a generation on,
these towns that share a heritage are coming together to profile the academic
and community research of one of the most significant stories of the UK yet to be
realised and work to seek recognition of this historic new town environment and
the unique design principles that give identity and character to them.

Central Milton Keynes
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Local Communities out on location
filming with Living Archive

3. Delivery
3.1 Heritage, Museum and Archive
Programme Plan, 2014 - 2023
Although Milton Keynes Council is the owner of this strategy
and often the initiator of projects, delivery is always in
partnership with others both within Milton Keynes and those
working regionally. This is because very often the third sector
delivery partner holds the heritage specialism expertise and
ongoing delivery mode, has the direct engagement with
audiences and provides the opportunities to the public via
well established venues and/or services. However, what is
often required is the council’s expertise at capacity building,
advocacy and fundraising and brokerage with other partners
that can offer additional benefits or shared provision. The
Heritage Development Officer post within the council is
therefore a strategic delivery role which supports with project
initiation, advice and guidance, inward investment and
business support and development.
Milton Keynes Council employs staff to support delivery across
sports, libraries, heritage and arts which together support
delivery of the Council’s cultural aim and vision. The Heritage,
Museum and Archives Strategy is owned by the Community
Facilities Unit of which the Heritage Development Officer is
part. Officers take responsibility for delivering this strategy
including project, contract and budget management,
monitoring and commissioning and partnership development.
Officers are PRINCE II accredited and use the MK Council
Project Management System: MK Approach for its project
delivery. Heritage projects are delivered through external
independent Project Managers who are appointed on a
project-by-project basis and in consultation with the third
sector partner(s). Implementation of the Programme Plan,
delivery will be in partnership with the sector and interested
stakeholders.

Our Sporting Life London 2012 exhibition,
Doubletree Hilton Hotel, Stadium:MK

3.2 Annual Review Reporting
This strategy is a live document which needs to respond to
changing national trends and funding priorities. The
Programme Plan is both robust and flexible and projects will
be delivered in the short, medium and long-term so the action
plan is designed to reflect this and will be reviewed annually
by MKC officers reporting against the Promises and Delivery
Plan to remain relevant. Information will be gained from
partners during this annual review process alongside the
existing performance monitoring systems that are in place and
for those organisations which are in funding agreements with
MKC there will be additional annual monitoring meetings.
On a monthly basis, the Heritage Development Officer reports
to MKC Councillors through service-wide briefing reports, that
then form the basis of town/parish/ward and public
information reports. The officer also reports monthly through
CFU Programme Management Board and Archive and
Museum Programme Board on all activity and capital
programmes and projects with budgets over £100,000 and to
the Cultural Service Manager at monthly meetings. External
scrutiny will be held regularly at each annual review by the
MK-AHA Officers Group and the MK Heritage Association
Executive on behalf of the wider heritage and cultural sectors.
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Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY
Year 1-3

Year 4-6

Year 7-10

Aim A: People

√

√

√

b) Heritage Assets: Securing, protecting and bringing back √
into re-use and public access Milton Keynes formal
Heritage Assets.

√

√

c) Heritage at Risk: Identifying heritage at risk across the √
borough area and formulating plans to secure its future.

√

Programme

Programme
Group

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Characterisation

MK Council
English Heritage
MK CDC
Living Archive

People-led, active preservation
ofour New Town and lesser
known historic environment,
recognising the unique historic
landscape of Milton Keynes
and its individual component
parts.

a) Active Archaeology: A range of co-ordinated events
supporting National Archaeology Festival and profiling
archaeology and wider Historic Environment Record.

ii) Heritage +
[Culture]

MK Council
Badminton
England
MK Collection
MK Dons SET
MKHA

Heritage joint programming
with other cultural sectors
providing added value to
profiling the distinctive
identity of Milton Keynes and
its component parts.

d) Local List project: Identifying the significant ‘New
Town’ heritage of Milton Keynes, recognising it’s important
and character to the historic environment.

√

a) Discover MK Showcases: Expanding the current
Discover MK showcase offer in libraries to provide
showcases for arts, libraries and culture.

√

b) Our Sporting Life: MK: Building on the success of
London 2012 by securing and profiling the sporting
heritage of Milton Keynes.

√

c) Public Art - Heritage Schemes: Public Art
√
development project schemes that link to heritage through
active or indirect means.
iii) Heritage
North West

MK Council
Parks Trust
Artworks: MK
MK Collection
Town/Parish
Councils

Improving the quality of life
for residents in and visitors to
an area of MK that has
distinctive heritage tourism
appeal bringing economic
and health wellbeing to an
area stretching mainly from
Stony Stratford – Wolverton –
New Bradwell – Great Linford Newport Pagnell.

√

√

√

a) Bradwell Windmill: Delivering a refurbished windmill at √
the centre of its local community and a tourism focus with
bespoke activity projects and programmes.
b) Northern Heritage Corridor: Linking important forms
of heritage and culture together across Northern Milton
Keynes, recognising the rich identity of its industrial and
rural past.

√

√

c) Wolverton Neighbourhood Plan – Deliver Objective 2
(Heritage) of the Wolverton Neighbourhood plan in line
with the wider Heritage North West programme.

√

√

Grand Union Canal at New Bradwell
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Programme
Group

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Cultural
Endowment

MK Council
MK Collection
MKCF; MKHA
Business sector

To secure a cultural
endowment which alongside
arts can support museum,
archive and heritage major
infrastructure, responding to
the changing investment
focus by MKC.

a) Cultural Endowment: Work across cultural sectors to
map assets and identify opportunities to create a cultural
endowment legacy.

ii) Cultural
Infrastructure

MK Collection
Badminton
England
MK Council
Parks Trust MK

Capital programme for a
range of heritage assets
(historic sites and collections)
which will be realised
throughout the life of this
strategy and contribute to MK
as an international city.

b) Milton Keynes Museum Deliver a new Museum for MK
telling the complete ‘Story of MK’ as identified in the
original Masterplan.

Year 7-10

Programme

Year 4-6

Aim B: Place

Year 1-3

Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY

√

√

√

c) CMK Superlibrary, Archive and Discover MK Showcase: √
Delivering a combined major city centre Showcase for our
historic collections.

√

a) Bedford to Milton Keynes Canal: Development of this
historic route to provide heritage, tourism and economic
development.

√

√

b) Bletchley Park Phase 2: Developing the museum and
historic site to deliver internationally renowned learning
and collections access.

√

√

c) Bradwell Abbey: Refurbishing and securing for the
future the Bradwell Abbey medieval site for heritage and
community use.

√

√

d) Cowper & Newton Museum: Courtyard/Amazing Grace √
projects to increase use of this historic site and its
international story.
e) National Badminton Museum at National Bowl:
Establishing a modern Badminton Museum and access to
international story.

iII) MK: City of
Design

MK Council
Destination MK
MK Collection
Parks Trust
MK College;
MKHA; MK PAT;
UMK

International recognition of
the unique design principles
of MK that informs a modern,
innovative and creative design
city, with potential for
UNESCO status. Focus on
architecture, urban design,
public realm, craft, public art,
technical design and creative
industries, underpinned by
academic research.

√

f) Willen Lake: Major project to develop a regional tourism
destination with ‘Xtreme’ sports activity, parkland and wildlife.

√

a) Architecture and Urban Design Festival: Celebrating
the unique MK design identity through architecture and
wider public realm.

√

b) Creative Industries digital heritage design: Identify
and support creative industry businesses that use heritage
in design areas.

√

c) Public Art Collection: Complete audit of current
collection and plan to secure it for future or decommission
if necessary.
d) UNESCO Creative City of Design project: Identify and
develop design strengths of MK across a range of sectors
and partners to support an application to join the UNESCO
creative cities network.

√

√

√
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Programme
Group

i) Active Audiences MK Council
AHA-MK
Cultural sectors
Destination MK

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

To increase engagement in
heritage and other sectors by
marketing and competing
with our commercial
counterparts. Introducing
digital technologies to engage
audiences.

a) Arts and Heritage Audiences Cluster: Organisations
sharing audience data to develop diverse and popular
activity programmes.

iii) Volunteering

MKHA
MK Collection
Community
Action MK

MK Collection
Parks Trust MK
AHA-MK; MKHA
Community
Action MK

√

b) Culture Card/App: Heritage organisations offer
√
incentives as part of a residents and visitors card/phone app.
c) Digital access and technophile use: Enabling access to
heritage information and collections via smart technology.

ii) Communities
of Virtual Interest
(CIVI)

√

A centralised virtual heritage a) ARCH: MK (Archives in the Community): Develop a
offer, building on the existing virtual community archives network across the MKHA
work of the MKHA and MK
membership.
Collection.
b) Online Collections Access:' MK Collection' collections
portal developed by Consortium joint collections
management.

√

c) Community Heritage Online Portal: Development of
the MKHA membership portal to widen access beyond
members to public.

√

A co-ordinated skills and
training volunteering
programme (with Arts sector)
for local people of all ages and
backgrounds with progression
routes and social and health
benefits.

Year 7-10

Programme

Year 4-6

Aim C: Community

Year 1-3

Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES

√

√

√

a) MK Collection Volunteer Programme: Development of √
joint programme for volunteer skills, development and
social wellbeing.

√

b) Parks volunteering programme: Programme for
environmental volunteering including landscape and
wildlife management.

√

√

c) STACCESS: MK - Volunteers: Collections management
training and skills development resulting in public access
benefits.

√

Bronze Age Gold Torcs, found at Monkston
Park and now at British Museum
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Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES
Year 7-10

√

√

√

√

a) Blue Lagoon Park: Develop the Blue Lagoon open space
to provide a community activity park for Lakes Estate,
Bletchley.

√

√

b) Parks Showcase Venues: Developing themed showcase √
facilities across MK as bases for Parks Trust and partner
delivery.

√

√

c) New Parks for New Communities (WEA/Stanton Low): √
New Linear Parks providing active spaces for new resident
communities.

√

Programme

Programme
Group

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Collections

MK Collection
Cenotaph Trust
MK Council
MK PAT

To secure the significant
heritage collections of MK
making them publicly
accessible and internationally
recognised.

a) Campbell Park Sculpture Park (incl. MK Rose): Building
on the public art plan and original master plan for
Campbell Park.

Year 1-3

Year 4-6

Aim D: Learning

b) Collections Strategy: Developing an MK-wide heritage √
collections strategy for contemporary collecting.
c) STACCESS: MK - Collections: Develop a Joint Collections √
Care and Management programme within a central
resource centre.

ii) Heritage Trails

MK Council
MK Collection
MK PAT
Towns/Parish
Councils

Profiling heritage throughout a) Arts, Public Art and Heritage Activity Trails: Self-guided
MK (including public art)
trails across Milton Keynes for resident participation and
including promoting Redways visitor benefit.
as a unique resource.
b) Bradwells' History Trails: Themed trails centred on
√
Bradwell Abbey site exploring connections across Bradwell
settlements.
c) Cowper’s Alcove and Trail: Trail linking sites with William √
Cowper connections across Olney, Weston Underwood
and area.

iii) Inspirational
Parks

MK Parks Trust
MK Council
Towns/Parish
Councils

Developing increased learning
through increased use/activity
in parks with events and ‘Parks
Showcases’ in line with Parks
Trust 10 yr strategy (2011-21).

Caldecotte Lake from above. Part
of the Ouzel Valley Linear Park
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Programme
Group

i) UK 2023 European MK Council
Capital of Culture
Cultural Sectors
Destination MK
Parks Trust MK
UMK

ii) Access for All

iii) International
Invitation

MK Parks Trust
MK Collection
Town and Parish
Councils

MK Council
MK Collection
The Stables
WFA

Year 7-10

Programme

Year 4-6

Aim E: Events

Year 1-3

Strategic Priority 3: ACTIVELY CELEBRATE
Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

A year long programme of
events celebrating MK’s
ultimate arrival as an
International City welcoming
the world to its cultural vitality.

a) Artistic Director Programme 2023: Main year-long
programme by a nationally renowned artistic director.

√

b) European Academic Research Project: University-led
academic research into links to MK across European
cities/communities.

√

c) Heritage Partnership 2023 Programme:
MK Collections-led heritage activity programme for 2023
Events Calendar.

√

Borough wide major free
events that celebrate the
unique diversity of heritage in
Milton Keynes and the
communities and cultures
that have and are contributing
to that mix.

International recognition and
visitation to high profile
events linking global
communities to families living
here in Milton Keynes.

a) Campbell Park Festivals (World Picnic and EF Diversity): √
Events supporting Campbell Park as a major city-wide
venue.

√

√

b) Carnivals, Parades and Festivals: Events by local
organisations for their communities celebrating local
identity and place.

√

√

√

c) MK Heritage Open Days: Annual National FREE Festival √
each September continues to deliver for MK communities
and visitors.

√

√

a) IF – International Festival Biennial: Heritage sector
support through venue activity and information for
themed programmes.

√

√

√

b) International Rugby World Cup 2015: Supporting the √
sporting event with associated heritage and cultural activity
programme.
c) MK @ 50 - Celebrating MK’s 50th anniversary 2017:
Heritage-led celebration of MK’s New Town as it reaches
the half-century.
d) WWI Centenary 2014 – 2018: Ensuring the lives and
sacrifices of MK people are nationally commemorated and
celebrated.

√

√

√

Grade II Listed Victorian
Farmhouse at MK Museum
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Programme
Group

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Cultural Tourism

Destination MK
MK Council
Parks Trust MK
External Orgs

Heritage is a key component
of the Destination
Management Plan and Visitor
Strategy along with other
cultural sectors and key aim is
delivering an overall
Wayfinding Strategy across MK.

a) Destination Management Plan: Ensure heritage
participation in the delivery and implementation of the
DMP for MK.

ii) MK Collection
Partners

iii) Regional
Networks

MK Collection
MK Council
MKHA; MK AHA

MK Council
MK Collection
SEMLEP
UMK
External Orgs

Joint Programme which
continues to develop MK
Collection partnership for
joint programme business
planning and primary
heritage delivery vehicle
across Milton Keynes.

Developing new networks of
national importance that
places MK on a new footing
with external profile and
recognition of its heritage,
including through academic
research.

√

b) Brown Signs Strategy for heritage venues: Ensuring
√
heritage venues have accurate Brown Signs for tourism visits.

√

c) Trails interpretation (Brochures, signage and virtual): √
Using the unique Redways to create fun and engaging trails
across MK.

√

a) Collections and Access: Continuing the Joint
Programme to deliver Collections Management and Public
Access to heritage

√

b) Events and Marketing: Continuing to develop a shared
Event Calendar and activity programme for heritage across
MK.

√

c) Volunteering and Learning: Continuing a Volunteer
Programme to benefit Learners of all ages through
informal/formal training.

√

a) MK Heritage Association Membership Network:
Support and develop primary heritage network across
wider SEMLEP region.

√

b) New Towns Network: Through University of
Hertfordshire developing New Towns Network across
South East.

√

c) Regional Cultural Network: Support Museums, Arts and
Libraries Networks working and coming together for shared
cultural activity.
d) SEMLEP Archives Network: Developing an Archives
Network to determine Archives joint provision across
SEMLEP region.

Year 7-10

Programme

Year 4-6

Aim F: Communications

Year 1-3

Strategic Priority 3: ACTIVELY CELEBRATE

√

√

√

√

Sunrise over the Barn at Great Linford
Manor Courtyard, home to Artworks:mk
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More Information
The Arts, Heritage and Libraries Team within the Community
Facilities Unit is responsible for co-ordinating the Heritage
Museums and Archives Strategy and delivery of heritage in
Milton Keynes. To register your comments and to find out
more about the Heritage, Museums & Archives Strategy and its
Plan for the Future, please go online to the website below. For
enquiries and information please contact:
Milton Keynes Council
The Arts, Heritage and Libraries Team
Saxon Court, Avebury Boulevard, Milton Keynes MK9 3HS
T 01908 253884
E heritage@milton-keynes.gov.uk
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/heritage

Living Archive: local school children
performing as part of a World War II project

The Conservation and Archaeology Team is responsible for the
protection and enhancement of historic environment within
Milton Keynes. To find out more about heritage assets in the
area or advice in relation to development proposals please
contact:
Milton Keynes Council
Conservation and Archaeology
Civic Offices, 1 Saxon Gate East, MK9 3EJ
T 01908 252599
E conservation@milton-keynes.gov.uk
archaeology@milton-keynes.gov.uk
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/conservation-archaeology

Heritage Strategic Delivery partners:

M13319
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